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Reading the description of Aegyptus makes it sound pretty interesting and like something you may want to try out. I wouldn't
recommend it. The game is still in Early Access and is in a pre-alpha state and comes off relatively bland and somewhat
featureless.

The developer does seem to have a few interesting ideas up their sleeve and I'm curious to see if they manage to bring them to
fruition. If so then I'll gladly change my review to a recommend because some of the ideas presented look like they could be
really fun.

Just for now I'd hold off on hitting that buy button unless you feel like floundering around a pretty barren desert, hoping you
don't dehydrate.

Kind of like I did here (also if you wanna see it in action): https:\/\/youtu.be\/XP1hxjVULWw. I'm still playing this game and
for now the game it's really fun, the controls aren't very dificult and the game is very challenging, at least the first Act, I still
have others to play.

If you'd like to also check my gameplay!
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=5UCifUZjVfs&t=25s

Have fun! =D. 10\/10, adds some amazing features and the Paladin class (which is seriously powerful- Nerf beckoningly so). So
slow, I want a refund!. Let me present you one of my favourite games and a very underrated title.
TOKI TORI 2+ is different from anything else played before in similar genres.

You'll need to figure out how to use and combine the 'tools' given at the beginning, because nobody is going to tell you - and I
found this an amazing idea.
I don't think this is a game for kids - despite the cute graphics - since some puzzles are really hard to solve.
Great soundtrack, relaxing atmosphere.
Seriously, the soundtrack works perfectly here.

If you love the Myst series as I do, you're going to love this.
If you love cheery\/colorful platforms, you're going to love this.
Forget the first Toki Tori, this is totally another experience. :]. This game has changed for the better since it came out on steam.
Adding the COOP mode really does help with keeping me playing for longer while the PVP is fun to jump in to.
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I've had so much fun with this one!

I love to watch the physics go crazy but in a controlled way.
One very good indie game and absolutely worth the price.

At first I missed the point of the game until I learned how it's played.

Try out the demo!. So fun but holy Sh$@t is it hard at times. Play if you are the type that truly enjoys a challange. This is not a
game for quiters.. Kind of basic but fun. I love this game <3. NOT RECOMENDED

After almost 500hrs i've finally understood the game!
20kills to 2 deaths with a gun that took 50hrs to grind yealds -400 (minus 400) credits per game
YES you read correctly i LOSE money playing with a gun i spent 50hrs earning EVEN when i play decent

3kills to 7deaths with a starter gun thats given for free 0hrs invested Earns me 2700+ PROFIT per game even when i play
BADLY

CONCLUSION-
Playing good and unlocking better weapons and upgrading them = LESS profit maybe even MINUS money meaning if you play
as a noob with a starter weapon you earn so much money but for what ? when you upgrade your weapons you lose money ..... an
endless grind of a game UNLESS you PREMIUM and buy all your gear with IRL money !!!!. Bio-Hazard Battle is a horizontal
shmup for up to 2 players, that was developed by Sega of Japan and released around 1992. Nope, it has nothing to do with
Resident Evil series that is known as Biohazard in Japan. Also, this Sega's shmup is known simply as Crying in Japan. Because
that's what average player does upon trying to beat shmups, I guess. Released on 8 Megabit ROM.
It's also the only shmup on the Steam's Sega Classics. Ha. And to think that Genesis was only the second after TubroGrapx-16 in
how many shoot-em-ups it had. But hey, where are racing games, Sega?

The game that you have here is nothing more than emulation of Sega Genesis version. Yep, Western version, so you get autofire.

Now, technical part about Sega's emulation here:
The Sega Classic games that you purchase on Steam count as DLCs for "Sega Mega Drive & Genesis Classics" game that should
appear in your library.
It has Bedroom HUB which is the one with many features yet lags for many and Simply Launcher which lacks Workshop and
Online but at least it works just fine for everybody.
However, Simple Launcher has it's fair share of glitches as well. It can crash. And it does the second time you go to main menu,
so always quit after saving there so it doesn't crash when you want to save next time!
Emulation itself, mostly sound, isn't that good but it does it's job. Also, yes, emulator supports quick saves.
As alternative, you can use external emulator to run games that you purchased. Sega kindly placed in all games that you
purchased in "uncompressed ROMs" folder that program itself doesn't use, just change file extension to ".bin" or so. The file for
this one being "Crying_USA.SGD".
I also demand you to read digital manual of this game first. You can find it here on store page or go to "manuals" folder of game
root and open "BH_PC_MG_EFIGS_US.pdf".

Has online (in Bedroom HUB only) and local multiplayer.

Hundreds of years have passed since G-Biowar I. Only a few survivor remain frozen on O.P. Odysseus, an orbiting platform
circling planet Avalon, as powerful retrovirus rampaged over the planet. Your mission as a bunch of bioship is to go down and
check out the least hostile areas of planet to see if it's wise to set colony up yet.
I also like how in original US manual they wrote the objective for each stage. In Stage 1 you are just descending. In Stages 2-5
you are scouting the least hostile region, for some reason going on rampage instead of \u201ck, there are monsters, let's
stfu\u201d. In Stage 6 you are going after Flying Destroyer massive bio-ship as it can just blow up any would-be colonies. And
in Stages 7-8 you are checking out the biolab where the virus have been first created.
Don't expect anything from ending tho, it's nothing but ships returning back to platform. No fanfares.
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And yep, setting is totally awesome in this one. You are exploring a post-apocalyptic world where the bio-monsters went
rampant. They take on a variety of disgusting forms, mostly appearing as a variety of overgrown bacterias and insects. My
favorite design of them all is a big human heart with long thin spider legs that shoots out blood cells that you see on pre-last
stage. Too bad that boss design isn't as crazy, but it's still quite a delightfully freakish game. Enough that I wasn't paying
attention that the background is actually quite plain and often is lacking.

The music also isn't lagging behind. It's quite unique and pretty damn awesome, showing that Genesis sound chip didn't suck. It
has this weird dooming feel to it, with deep bass. Feels slightly bio-tribal, so to say. Though I wish all stages had unique tracks
and repetitive booming boss music isn't going to win everybody over. Though I do think that it's supposed to be just haunting. It
does.

Ah, and I actually haven't played that many shmups, so I am not sure if I can critique them right. Only tried a bunch of them for
the first stages or so. But Bio-Hazard Battle seems to do just the right things for genre. One of the differences of horizontal
shmups from vertical ones is usually an inclusion of environment to navigate through and this game does this. But unlike many
of them, you can't die by colliding to the walls. Seriously, that should have been a rule in the genre, not exclusion. You also have
a bunch of lives and 10 continues. You die on single shot. You go back to beginning of the stage only when you lose all lives,
otherwise you respawn on the spot. You can also find lives hidden in the levels, you have to shoot at them to reveal them. Or you
just get them for each 20,000 score you get.

That, and difficulty is just right in this one. All depending on settings. Actually, the first level starts off real easy, with almost
nothing to do, boring players who wanted hard shmups away. Then Stage 2 comes in and the remaining players who wanted easy
shmups get hit against brick wall, ragequiting. Then Stage 3 doesn't hold behind either and Stage 4 grabs your head, shoves it
into dank caves and then hits it against the knee. Good game.

It's also quite different from your usual shooting and flying. Because the real hero in this game is satellite that orbits around your
ship, aiming away from your movement or so. Hard to explain. But it's invincible and it's the one who gets all the shots power-
ups. Heck, you can actually go total pro and block every shot that is thrown at you by placing satellite in front of it. So it's all
about aiming and placing it correctly, while avoiding all the shots that are coming at you. While the only thing you get is just
puny green shooty and charge-up shot that is actually real nice.

Also, you get to choose one of the four ships on start and after using continue. They vary in speed and have one of the two
possible power-up for each type of power orb. They contribute a bit to the depth, yep. Like, orange \u201cI don't want to
aim\u201d power-up will give homing laser that is good in open spaces to two ships and the bouncing rings that is great in close
spaces to other two ships.
Also, power-up work in such way: There are 3 power levels for satellite shots. You level it up only when you grab same-color
power-up. When you pick another color power-up, you get different weapon, but you don't lose power level. You lose single
power level only when you die.
Protip: Start by grabbing green power-up if possible, then grab the one you want.

As for options, there is usual sound test. And you can set difficulty, which does have big impact, changing speed of projectiles
sometimes and how aggressive enemies are with shooting. And set amount of starting lives from 3 to 5.

Oh, and there is multiplayer. You can play cooperatively with another player from the start of a game, which is pretty rare thing
to see in horizontal shmups back then. I think that this way another player can continue without restarting stage if you are still
alive. There is no collision. But another player will block the shots, so sorta friendly fire, but without damage. Not sure why they
put it on.
Too bad that it slowdowns a lot in this mode. The 1-player game already gets slow in later stages when chaos is going on the
screen, which I am thankful for since I suck at this genre so far, all yay free slow-mo. But I can only imagine how bad it goes in
2-player mode. Nope, didn't get to play with friend so far, so no idea.

Overall: great game with unique setting, nice difficulty, unique yet not-gimmicky gameplay. I don't see why it should not be
considered a classic on a system.
Also, while Thunder Force was done by Technosoft, Sega recently got rights on games on them. They should put those onto
Steam.
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